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Abstract. Personalised Human Activity Recognition (HAR) models trained
using data from the target user (subject-dependent) have been shown to
be superior to non personalised models that are trained on data from
a general population (subject-independent). However, from a practical
perspective, collecting sucient training data from end users to create
subject-dependent models is not feasible. We have previously introduced
an approach based on Matching networks which has proved eective for
training personalised HAR models while requiring very little data from
the end user. Matching networks perform nearest-neighbour classica-
tion by reusing the class label of the most similar instances in a provided
support set, which makes them very relevant to case-based reasoning.
A key advantage of matching networks is that they use metric learning
to produce feature embeddings or representations that maximise clas-
sication accuracy, given a chosen similarity metric. However, to the
best of our knowledge, no study has been provided into the performance
of dierent similarity metrics for matching networks. In this paper, we
present a study of ve dierent similarity metrics: Euclidean, Manhattan,
Dot Product, Cosine and Jaccard, for personalised HAR. Our evaluation
shows that substantial dierences in performance are achieved using dif-
ferent metrics, with Cosine and Jaccard producing the best performance.
1 Introduction
Automatic recognition and tracking of human activity using wearable sensors
is increasingly being adopted for health care applications e.g. management of
chronic low back pain in SelfBACK 1 [1]. An important consideration for
HAR applications is classier training, where training examples can either be ac-
quired from a general population (subject-independent), or from the target user
of the system (subject-dependent). Previous works have shown using subject-
dependent data to result in superior performance [2–4]. Matching networks [6]
1The SelfBACK project is funded by European Union’s H2020 research and inno-
vation programme under grant agreement No. 689043.
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have been successfully applied for eciently learning personalised HAR mod-
els [5]. Given a (typically small) support set of labelled examples, matching
networks are able to classify an unlabelled example by reusing the class labels
of the most similar examples in the support set. A key advantage of match-
ing networks is that they use metric learning to produce feature embeddings or
representations that maximise classication accuracy, given a chosen similarity
metric. Thus, it is important to investigate how dierent similarity metrics af-
fects the performance of matching networks for personalised HAR. Accordingly,
in this paper, we present a study of ve dierent similarity metrics used with
matching networks.
2 Personalised HAR using Matching Networks
Fig. 1. Illustration of matching network for HAR.
The aim of matching networks is to learn a model that maps an unlabelled
example xˆ to a class label yˆ using a small support set S of labelled examples.
This is illustrated in Figure 1. Given a set of instances X = {x|x is an instance
vector}, a set of class labels L = {y|y is a class label}, an embedding function f
which in this is case a neural network parameterised by , the function a is an
attention mechanism that takes the embedded representation of a test instance
and a support set S and returns a probability distribution P (y|xˆ, S) over class
labels y of instances in S. To train the matching network for personalised HAR,
we also dene a set of users U where each user uj  U is comprised of a set of
labelled examples as follows:
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uj = {(x, y)|x  X, y  L} (1)
Next we dene a set of training instances Tj for each user uj as follows:
Tj = {(Sj , Bj)} (2)
i.e., Tj is made up of user-specic support and target set pairs Sj and Bj re-
spectively, where Sj = {(x, y)|(x, y)  uj} and Bj = {(x, y)|(x, y)  uj , (x, y) 
Sj}. Note that the set of labels in Sj is always equivalent to L because we are
interested in learning a classier over the entire set of activity labels. Accord-
ingly, Sj contains m examples for each class y  L and the cardinality of Sj
is |S| = m × |L|. Both Sj and Bj are sampled at random from uj l times to
create Tj . Each Bj is used with it’s respective Sj by classifying each instance in
Bj using Sj and computing loss using categorical cross entropy. The network is
trained using stochastic gradient descent and back propagation.
3 Similarity Metrics
Matching networks use a similarity metric to match a given test instance to the
most similar instances in a support set. In the following subsections, We discuss
ve of the most popular similarity metrics used in literature.
3.1 Euclidean
Euclidean distance is perhaps the most popular metric used for estimating sim-
ilarity between items represented as numerical vectors. The Euclidean metric
gives the distance between any two points in n-dimensional space as the length
of a straight line connecting those two points. Euclidean distance can be con-
verted to similarity simply by taking the inverse as shown in Equation 3.
Euclidean(xˆ, x) =
1
(xˆj  xj)2 + 1
(3)
3.2 Manhattan
The Manhattan distance between two items is computed as the sum of absolute
dierences between the values of their dimensions. This can also be converted to
a similarity by taking the inverse as shown in Equation 4. In comparison with
Euclidean, the Manhattan metric is less susceptible to large dierences in values
in few dimensions.
Manhattan(xˆ, x) =
1 |xˆj  xj |+ 1 (4)
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3.3 Cosine
Cosine metric estimates similarity between two items by measuring the angle
between their vectors in n-dimensional space. Cosine similarity can be computed
as shown in Equation 5.
Cosine(xˆ, x) =
n
j xˆjxjn
j xˆ
2
j
n
j x
2
j
(5)
3.4 Dot Product
Dot product measures the projection of one vector onto another in n-dimensional
coordinate space as shown in Equation 6. Unlike cosine similarity, dot product
is not normalised and thus takes into account both angle and magnitude of the
two vectors.
DotProduct(xˆ, x) =

xˆjxj (6)
3.5 Jaccard
The Jaccard metric measure similarity between nite sets as the ratio of the size
of the intersection to the size of the union of the sets. The general form of the
Jaccard metric for nding similarity between numerical vectors is provided in
Equation 7
Jaccard(xˆ, x) =

xˆjxj
xˆ2j +

x2j 

xˆjxj
(7)
4 Evaluation
Evaluation is conducted on a dataset of 50 users with 9 activity classes and
about 3 minutes of activity data per class. We adopt a hold-out validation strat-
egy where 8 out of the 50 users are randomly selected for testing. To simulate
user provided samples for creating personalised support sets, we hold out the
rst 30 seconds of each test user’s data for creating the support set. This leaves
approximately 150 seconds of data per activity which are used for testing, Per-
formance is reported using macro-averaged F1 score.
In the evaluation, we explore the performance of matching network for per-
sonalised HAR using the ve similarity metrics presented in Section 3. Five
dierent matching networks are trained, each using one of the similarity met-
rics. All matching networks are identical except for the similarity dierence in
similarity metric are all trained for the same number of epochs. Results are pre-
sented in Table 1. It can be observed that the best results are achieved using
Cosine and Jaccard. Euclidean produces a reasonably close third place perfor-
mance while both Manhattan and Dot Product are a distant forth and fth place
4
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respectively. Note that both Cosine and Jaccard metrics are normalised by the
magnitude of the vectors involved in the similarity. This suggests that similarity
metrics that do not take into account dierences in vector magnitudes tend to
work better for this application.
Table 1. Results of dierent algorithms showing F1 scores.
Metric Euclidean Manhattan Cosine Dot Product Jaccard
F1 Score 0.757 0.696 0.788 0.694 0.783
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a comparative study of 5 dierent similarity
metrics for personalised HAR using matching networks. Results show cosine
and Jaccard metrics to produce the best classication performance. Our work
suggests that the choice of similarity metric is a very important consideration
for matching networks and that the performance of metrics that do not consider
dierences in vector magnitude (e.g. Cosine and Jaccard) are superior to metrics
that take into account vector magnitude (e.g. Euclidean, Manhattan and dot
product).
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